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Question #:1

What should be used to make sure that an . mxd file can be opened in previous version of ArcGIS?

Save AS command

Create Map Package

Export Map

Save a Copy command

Answer: B

Question #:2

Project specifications require that when features are queried and edited, users must have seamless access to
associated plans and images for each feature. Specifications also require that the plans and images be stored in
me geodatabase.

How can the technician associate and view the plans and images?

Configure Pop-ups elements

Enable and Add Attachments

Use a graphic Ideas a thumbnail

Load elements into BLOB field

Answer: A

Question #:3

An ArcGIS Online user needs to combine areas that overlap or share a common edge into a single area.

Which ArcGIS Online analysis tool should be used?

Extract Data

Dissolve Boundaries

Overlay Layers

Merge Layers

Answer: B
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Explanation

https://doc.arcgis.com/en/arcgis-online/analyze/dissolve-boundaries.htm

Question #:4

An ArcGIS analyst is working with a mosaic dataset created from Landsat imagery. The images are displayed
in the mosaic dataset using a 7,4,3 band combination (Short-wave infrared 2, Red, Green) The analyst needs to
use the mosaic dataset to determine relative biomass in the area of interest.

Which raster function should be used?

NCVI

Identify

Spectral Conversion

Zonal Remap

Answer: B

Question #:5

An ArcGIS user is printing a single map in a variety of page sizes.

What must the user do to ensure scalability tor feature symbology arid text within the map?

Scale map to fit printer paper within the Tiling options

Scale map elements proportionally to changes in page size

Convert marker symbols to polygons

Set reference scale in the data frame properties

Answer: A

Question #:6

A GIS technician has a polygon layer of land use type and a separate table that contains the definition of each
land use type.

Several polygons have the same land use type.

How should the technician apply the land use type descriptions in the table to the polygon layer?

Relation Class
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Relate

Join

Spatial Join

Answer: C

Question #:7

How can two shape files be combined into a new feature class in a file geodatabase?

Use the Append tool with schema type TEST on a feature class in a gee database

Export the shapefiles to a new file geodatabase

Use the Merge tool to merge the shapeFiles into a feature class

Use the Append tool with schema type NO_TESR on a feature class in a geodatabase

Answer: B

Question #:8

How should an ArcGIS pro user access web tools for analysis?

Share project as a web map and build a web app

Browse Portal tab for web tool and add to project

Download web tool from portal and run as Python

Add new model to project toolbox in Project pane

Answer: D

Question #:9

Which feature of ArcGIS does the following?

* Description items

* Supports a Search

* Records accuracy

* Tracks lineage


